Asymmetric rhenium tricarbonyl complexes show superior luminescence properties in live cell imaging†
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The synthesis and photophysical properties of a novel series of rhenium tricarbonyl complexes based on tridentate phenanthridinyl-containing ligands are described. Photophysical data reveal beneficial luminescence behaviour especially for compounds with an asymmetric ligand set. These advantageous properties are not limited to organic solvents, but indeed also improved in aqueous solutions. The suitability of our new rhenium complexes as potent imaging agents has been confirmed by fluorescence microscopy on living cancer cells, which also confirms superior long-time stability under fluorescence microscopy conditions. Colocalisation studies with commercial organelle stains reveal an accumulation of the complexes in the endoplasmic reticulum for all tested cell lines.

A basic idea of medicinal bioinorganic chemistry is to get a deeper understanding of fundamental cellular processes. This includes also the quest for new insights into the modes of action of metal based drugs and the identification of their subcellular targets. For this purpose, fluorescence microscopy is an indispensable tool in order to verify the cellular distribution or accumulation of biologically active compounds. Although, it is common to use organic dyes for fluorescence microscopy investigations and biological assays, emissive metal complexes have gained an increasing interest in this field.1–7 Especially d6 low spin complexes of Ir(m), Ru(u) and Re(i) show highly promising photophysical properties. In general, these complexes benefit from large Stokes shifts, long emission life times and enhanced photostability.8,9 Furthermore, their photophysical behaviour can be tuned by the modification and variation of their ligands. Published emissive Re(i) complexes are frequently based on the fac-Re(CO)3 core where bipyridine or phenanthroline derivatives10–19 or tridentate chelating ligands20–22 occupy the remaining coordination sites.

Herein we report on the favourable photophysical properties of novel rhenium tricarbonyl complexes, which are based on phenanthridinyl(phen)-containing tridentate ligands. Most importantly, these complexes exhibit their beneficial luminescence behaviour not only in degassed acetonitrile but also in air-equilibrated water. Further, these advantageous luminescence properties are underlined by the successful application of the described complexes as imaging agents in live cell fluorescence microscopy.

The ligands designed for our studies unite two important characteristics for potential imaging applications. Their phen-based extended π-system ensures the availability of electronically accessible ligand orbitals for MLCT or IL transitions which are crucial for the luminescence behaviour of the resulting complexes. Secondly, being benzoic acid derivatives, ester hydrolysis and subsequent conjugation to a variety of biologically active molecules or drugs enables the usage of these complexes as luminescent tags for tracing such bioactive compounds.28 To tune and evaluate the influence of phen on the photophysical properties, one of the phen moieties in the symmetrical ligand 1 is replaced by a well-known picolyl or quinolyl moiety respectively, leading to unsymmetrical ligands 2 and 3. Symmetric ligand 1 was prepared in one step by the reaction of 6-(chloromethyl)phenanthridine with 4-(aminomethyl)benzoic acid methyl ester.28 The asymmetric ligands 2 and 3 were synthesized through the sequential reaction of 4-(aminomethyl)benzoic acid methyl ester with 2-picoly chloride or 2-(chloromethyl)quinoline followed by the reaction with 6-(chloromethyl)phenanthridine. Finally, the ligands were reacted with the [Re(CO)3(H2O)3]Br precursor under microwave conditions to yield the desired rhenium tricarbonyl complexes 4–6 (Fig. 1). Synthetic details and full characterization of the compounds, including single crystal X-ray structures for 4–6 can be found in the ESL†.
All rhenium complexes show a characteristic broad UV/Vis absorption in the range between 300 nm and 380 nm. These absorption bands are predominantly defined by the phenanthridinyl moiety and are assigned to intraligand (IL) $\pi \rightarrow \pi^*$ transitions (Fig. 2).29–31 The energy of those ligand-centered absorption bands do not vary considerably compared to pure ligands, but a substantial 3–4 fold enhancement of $\varepsilon$ values is observed upon complexation of the fac-Re(CO)$_3$ core (Fig. 2).

The less intense and lower energetic MLCT band in rhenium complexes is typically localized adjacent to the IL transition, usually in the range of $\sim$350–500 nm.29,32,33 To further investigate the character of the transitions involved during excitation, we performed TDDFT calculations at the PBE0/6-31G(d)/LANL2DZ level of theory. Our results indicate that a description of the broad absorption bands as mixed MLCT/IL/ILCT represents a more precise description (see the ESI† for computational details and electron density difference maps).

Upon excitation at 350 nm, the complexes commonly emit in the orange range ($\lambda_{\text{max}} \geq 560$ nm) of the visible spectrum, giving large Stokes shifts of 210–250 nm (Fig. 2). These broad and structureless emission bands are most likely attributed to 3MLCT phosphorescence, frequently observed for rhenium tricarbonyl complexes.33 The solvent-dependent emission maxima of novel rhenium complexes shift in the order of $\lambda_{\text{max}4} < \lambda_{\text{max}5} < \lambda_{\text{max}6}$. Solvatochromic effects are contrary between the symmetrical complex 4 and the asymmetrical compounds 5 and 6. Whereas complex 4 exhibits a hypsochromic shift ($\lambda_{\text{max}} = 580$ nm $\rightarrow \lambda_{\text{max}} = 564$ nm) upon changing from acetonitrile to water, both asymmetric complexes emit at longer wavelengths, performing bathochromic shifts of 9 nm upon switching from acetonitrile to aqueous solutions (Fig. 2 and Table 1). The latter may be explained by an increase of the dipole moment upon excitation, which consequently leads to a better stabilization of formed excited triplet states in more polar solvents,34 which however is inverse in the case of 4. Another significant alteration in emission behaviour between 4 and the asymmetric complexes 5 and 6 is that 4 displays two distinct emission bands upon excitation at 350 nm (Fig. 2). Due to the similarity of the higher energy emission of 4 to the emission observed for ligand 1 (Fig. 2), it can be assumed that this particular luminescence band stems from excited ligand-centered states.
Quantitative characterizations of the photophysical properties of complexes 4–6 show firstly typical quantum yields in non-degassed acetonitrile in the range of 0.1–0.2%. Simultaneously, an increase of quantum yields is observed upon switching from aerated to degassed acetonitrile. The most obvious enhancement of Φ (almost 14-fold) upon switching to degassed acetonitrile is observed for complex 4, whereas just 2–3 fold increased quantum yields are found for the asymmetric complexes 5 and 6. When switching to aqueous solutions, the quantum yields increase by around 20% in the case of asymmetric complexes and a 5-fold enhanced Φ value of 0.59% is found for complex 4 (Table 1). Especially for complex 4 this could be attributed to the observed \(^3\)IL emission character. The influence of such a state seems to be much less pronounced in 5 and 6. Secondly, the decay in phosphorescence could be fitted to monoexponential decay curves for both asymmetric complexes 5 and 6. In contrast, the application of biexponential decay functions for correct adoptions of phosphorescence decays was necessary in the case of 4. From these curves, the emission lifetimes have been calculated (Table 1). Complex 6 displays the longest phosphorescence lifetimes, which are dependent on the solvent as well as on the presence or absence of dioxygen.

In aerated acetonitrile, the \(^3\)MLCT emission lifetime is 580 ns, which increases to 3 μs in the absence of dioxygen. For complex 5, values of 450 ns and 1.87 μs have been obtained for aerated and degassed acetonitrile, respectively. Both asymmetric complexes are characterized by prolonged phosphorescence lifetimes in aqueous solutions with values of 1.08 μs for 6 and 690 ns for 5. Since the application of multiexponential decay functions is an indication for the involvement of more than just one emissive state, it can be assumed that complex 4 is not a pure \(^3\)MLCT emitter. Instead, it is likely that additional excited triplet states, e.g. \(^3\)IL, influence the emission behaviour. The obtained values reveal that short lifetime emission (\(~90–100\) ns) is predominant in acetonitrile solutions, whereas long-lived contributions of 460 ns (aerated acetonitrile) and 1.24 μs (degassed acetonitrile) are mostly negligible. By switching to aqueous solutions the amount of short-lived emission (50 ns) decreases significantly, whereas the long-lived luminescence (420 ns) in turn increases. Overall, the luminescence lifetimes render these complexes interesting candidates for future advanced investigations in time-gated fluorescence microscopy or even fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM). Besides large Stokes shifts and long luminescence lifetimes, the evidence for emission from triplet states in rhenium complexes 4–6 is further underlined by the comparison of photophysical data obtained for aerated and degassed acetonitrile. Both quantum yields as well as phosphorescence lifetimes are decreased in the case of the aerated solvent, which is readily explained through quenching processes of the emissive triplet states by energy transfer to \(^3\)O\(_2\).

With respect to the present photophysical data, ISC processes populating \(^3\)MLCT states seem to be more efficient in the case of asymmetric complexes. Whereas the excitation of the symmetric complex 4 populates fluorescence singlet states as well as mixed, radiative triplet states, 5 and 6 appear to be mostly \(^3\)MLCT emitters. The described rhenium complexes are characterized by solvatochromic effects, yielding improved luminescence characteristics in aqueous over acetonitrile solution. Although the solvent dependent emission maxima are contrary between 4 and asymmetric complexes, all rhenium compounds display increased quantum yields and at least the asymmetric compounds 5 and 6 demonstrate significantly prolonged emission lifetimes in aqueous solutions. The solvent dependency of emission behaviour of rhenium(i) tricarbonyl complexes has been shown to be largely influenced by the ligand structure. Although in most cases improved photophysical properties are obtained in less polar solvents, a few examples of opposite behaviour have been reported.

With these promising photophysical data in hand, we went on to investigate the applicability of the rhenium complexes as imaging agents in live cell fluorescence microscopy. To this end, complexes 4–6 were added to IMIM-PC2 cancer cells in a concentration of 500 nM in supplemented DMEM and after incubation at 37 °C and 10% CO\(_2\) for 90 min, the cells were analysed by fluorescence microscopy. The large Stokes shift enabled the application of adjusted filter sets, which in turn resulted in images of high contrast. Good staining results were obtained for all three complexes upon excitation in the ultraviolet (\(\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 326–375\) nm). As a note of caution, UV excitation is generally less preferred as it is potentially damaging for cells. Luminescence which is assigned to the \(^3\)MLCT emission (\(\lambda_{\text{em}} > 510\) nm) was observed, with accumulation in cytosolic, subcellular organelles (Fig. 3).

To our great delight, we observed an accumulation of the complexes around the nucleus. Colocalisation studies (complexes 4 and 6) with commercially available organelle stains confirm the enrichment within the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). In contrast to the high degree of colocalization with the ER stain (Fig. 4), colocalisation experiments with Golgi and mitochondrially localizing dyes showed significant discrepancies, thus ruling
out major colocalisation in either compartment. Since at least some selectivity of complexes for the ER has been demonstrated for IMIM-PC2 cells, we also carried out ER colocalization experiments on PT45, MCF-7, HT29, and Hep G2 cell lines. The results indicate a comparably high degree of matching regions. This confirms that selectivity for the ER is not specific for a single cell line.

Further, unlike all commercially available organelle stains, all rhenium complexes displayed no indications of photo-bleaching throughout the experiments (see the ESI† for a comparison with commercial stains). Moreover, it can be stated that the asymmetric rhenium complex 6 demonstrated the most beneficial staining and luminescence properties with shortest exposure times and brightest images.

In summary, we have shown the successful synthesis of novel phenanthridinyl based chelating ligands and their rhenium(tricarbonyl) complexes. Moreover, we have quantified their favourable photophysical properties which show advantages over previously published compounds with respect to the emission behaviour in aqueous media. The consistent photophysical behaviour in aqueous solutions combined with the fast cellular uptake makes the complexes studied herein not only suitable as imaging agents for conventional fluorescence microscopy, but also interesting candidates for future studies employing more sophisticated lifetime-based imaging techniques. Remarkably, because of the selective accumulation in the ER, these complexes are suitable for direct ER staining.
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